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1. Introduction

Project harmlesscoin was created on 16 October 2019 with the goal of
being a decentralized harmless token in the blockchain space.

harmlesscoin is an Cardano utility token used within the Cardano
ecosystem to empower a decentralized community building at the forefront of
web3.

harmlesscoin is for everyone, that can be used as a payment method on
Cardano DEXes, it is safe and future-proof.

harmlesscoin is scarce and one of the first tokens that switched from
Ethereum to Cardano.

you just want harmlesscoin in your portfolio! Stay harmless..
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2.Why Cardano?

In 2019 harmlesscoin started as a project on the Ethereum blockchain.
Started as a small project, harmlesscoin is gaining popularity.

With this in mind we moved over to the Cardano blockchain in 2021, to archive
our goals and to be ready for the future.

✔ harmlesscoin want to be high degrees of decentralization and security

✔ harmlesscoin want to be green: Proof of Stake instead of Proof of Work

✔ harmlesscoin chooses the Cardano blockchain for low energy, low
transaction fees, fully decentralization, security and scalability

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Read https://www.trality.com/blog/cardano-versus-ethereum if you want the full
substantiation why we switched from Ethereum to Cardano.
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3.How to get HARM?

HARM token is only available at Minswap DEX (http://www.minswap.org) and you can
obtain it with an Cardano wallet. To get HARM token please follow this guide:

-----------------------------------

1. Create an Cardano wallet

Verified Cardano wallets to use with Minswap are:

◼Eternl/CC https://ccvault.io

Browser extensions: Chrome/Edge/Firefox

◼Nami https://namiwallet.io

Browser extensions: Chrome/Edge/Firefox

-----------------------------------

2. Fund your Cardano wallet with ADA

-----------------------------------

3. Visit http://swap.harmlesscoin.com to get redirected to the Minswap DEX

-----------------------------------

4. Buy some HARM and welcome to the family!
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4.Tokenomics

Minswap DEX: 35% (350,000)
ISPO: 25% (250,000)
Team: 15% (150,000)

Reservations:
Reserved for public distribution: 15% (150,000)
Reserved for DripDropz/Airdrop: 10% (100,000)

Ticker: HARM
Total supply: 1,000,000.00000000

Maximum supply: 1,000,000.00000000
Decimal Point: 8

Type: Native token on the Cardano blockchain
Policy ID: b38d94e35b3e638dce7e5e0b0aeebcbe06987a118b46d3d4c042c8c2
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5.Roadmap
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